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T&ne Honorable William ProxaiPe 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

HUD-Independent Pqencies 
CoE%itte@ on AppPopriations 
United States Senate 

Pursuant to YOapK request of Septembc;r: 15, l9-36, WQ have 
prepared an independert assessment of the NASA-c0mmissioned 

report entitiad Y%e Economic Impact of NASA R&D Spending,” 
issued by Chase Econometrics, Inc. xn May 1973, we sent you 
a draft copy of our repsrt t5 assist you in your appropria- 
tions hcarizgs. Our finbl report presents the same assess- 
merit along with EptSW*s and Chase’s comments, In general p 
both agreed with our conclusions. 

As agpeed with your office * we expect to release the 
report to the public in about 7 days. 

Sincerely youcsI 

Comptroller G62rae~af 
of the United States 
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The l?Ji2tional WeKewautbes and Space Fnaminis- 
tratio~ (W&A) contracted with Chase Ecoco- 
metrics As%oeiates, 1nc.p to eva%uat@ how 
Government research and development spending, 
particulaKly MWSW”S, affects the U.S. economy. 

The Chase study aoes not prove convincingly 
that the benefits ar@ as la+g~? as stated. 
The Eztuay is usefvl as explosatoKy nesearch, 
but other: type6 of studies are necessary to 
provide e ccmplete evaPuation of NASA re- 
search and developaent e 

The most significant conclusion of the Chase 
study is that m* a * a $1 billion sustained 
increase in NASA R&D spending will raise 
real C&E? $23 billion by 1984 * * *.” Of 
this estimated increase, $21 billion would 
result from improved technology *And produc- 
tivity, and the rest would result from in- 
creased Government spending, which stimulates 
spending in different parts of the economy. 

Since similar increases would result from 
Government spending on other projects, scch 
as welfare programs, the “multiplier effects” 
alone do not justify more NASA research a~3 
development spending. For this reason, GW 
focused on projected technological improve- 
merits. 

m&&.&. Upor3 ferno~d!. the repofl 
cov0r cl&l0 5)2QUM Ix? Eoted Rereon. i PAD-78-18 
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Techmicali studies are frequently presented 
to the Congress in support of aqency bud- 
ge@a and as ewidemce for or against pro- 
posed begifdation. When iRtportant ques- 
t.i.ons are at stake, such studies should bc 
subjected to independent examination and 
appraisal. 

AGmKY CeP#WCMTS _I-- 

In general c NASA as well as Chase Econo- 
nletrics, Inc. p agreed with our assessment 
of the Chase report. (See ch, 5.1 
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The Nationsb Werenautics snd Sgace; Admiwis%~nti.on (HASA) 
spent about $40 bilPioil ori EeseaKch and davs%spment (RciD) 
between 1961 and 1974, This ~epKet3ented Il.2 pereeadt of tce.a.l 
R&D spendbP,g in tkae mkted St.catca during that pePbod, Realbz- 
ing that NASA@5 KeseaKch fiwdfngs CQllEd have wide applica&Esn 
$hrscsgRorat the ecoriomy p the 6sngress dissected MAGA to ra* * ~5 
provide for the widest psa2ticable and approprnate dissemi.ma- 
tion of ir.formation concer::ing its activities and the results 
thereof @ n 

t!mSAPs fisrdisngs &we had countSleas applications--in 
cardiac pacemkers p iklsulation materials, integrated CfK- 
cults* gas RUIRb.iHEQS# and many move* Liet:8e is knowptp hsw- 
evef p of t,;e ma~gnitude of these "spinoff" benefits to the 
economy. Chase EcsmometK icsp Iwc, 6 prepared a report nThe 
Dc~nomie Impact of E@%% W&D GpendirqEa for NASA evaluating 
%hase effect% 5 The K@port concluded that NASA has a very 
favoEz:able impact 83 the ecsnomy. 

We were requested to '!* * * evaluate the appropriate- 
ness of tha stCrdyB s assumptions, its analytical techniques, 
and the validity Qf its COWCLUsiQnS." 

fn making this review, we 

--analyzed the Chase report and, for background, some 
other NASA studies of R&D spillovers; 

--replicated some of the statistical analysis of the 
Chase report to obtain certain measures of statis- 
tical significance and to see how sensitive the 
conclusions would be to changes in the basic assump- 
tions; and 

--discussed the report with NASA and Chase officials, 
and several other experts on the economics of R&D. 
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The Pedetcel Governmewt finances Ke8earch am3 deQelopment 
in aaaitaon to u-lat carriea out by the poivate sectoK* The 
usual reasons folr prisate R&D spendinq are future sa1es and 
pKOfiti3bility. Private firms tena to iqnohre benefits that 
would bczCfU@ to Otdw.%K %bKrnS (unlees ehey can KeceiQe Koyal- 
ties) OK to society at.3 a whole. 
OVBK” bsraefits. 

These dFB known a8 BJspbiE- 
Also, prim2te fiams may emphaafxe pro--jects 

with f&ok-t-term payoffs, WdditiOR-31 A-GD spcndinq by MWGA OK 
ocher qovexrment iJ,qenei@s* it is aKgU@dp e0uPc-i pKovide bene- 
fits to the bkitiC%-I in eWCC?88 of cost8 at-id th@E-eby if! 56Wle 
8eRse .incKease total beR@~fts to society. 

This WEalySiS iS 8imifC3K t0 that SUppOKting ~OQeKRlpiW=it 
regulation of po%lution-- an individual firm may fail to eon- 
Eriaelr the harmful resulta of its activities if it doee Rot 
have to bear the costs. Society may berefit: by inducirmg the 
firm to reduce the pollution it causes, The R&D argument is 
the other side of the coin-- that the qovelcnment can inckease 
benefits to society by inducirtg the firm to carry out more 
W&D OK by doing the R&D itself. 

The above argument for government involvement is valid, 
but it leaves the practical problem of deciding how much and 
what type of R&D to sponsor. FiKS-t, the benefits that can be 
expected from the R&D must be estimated. There exe many 
types of benefits--new products, greater productivity, lower 
costs-- all of which are difficult to measure. Similarly, 
there are many types of R&D--such as medical, aerospacer and 
electronic-- and analysis of agqregate R&D may not be very 
helpful to government decisions in specific sectors. In any 
case, predicting the results of any particular research ac- 
tivity is difficult. Examining the results of past programs 
may suggest productive new R&D ver~tutt?s~ but it will not 
provide exact measurements of future benefits. 

WHAT THE CHASE REPORT SAYS 

The Chase study has three main parts corresponding to 
the types of economic impact of R&D spending. 
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E~xriona 2: Short-term @c*nomic imoact. The NASA swnd- 
~~~~~-~~~~~~~chnology iwduetr ies 
and naturally affcct~ them more than other paste of the 
economy. There are al60 short-term "multiplies" effects 
of the spending * Chase reports that keeping the Federal 
budget constant, while shifting mo:e dollars to NASA, 
would cause the gross national product (GNP] to increase 
slightly as the dollars spent move through the economy. 

Section 3: Lam-run economic impact. The Chase study 
says that K%SA R&i3 spenmaffects technoLogica1 prog- 
ress and results in higher productivity II! the economy. 

Section 4: Macroeconomic impacts. Here, the estimated 
-6vements in product~vafy plus the mlaltipPier effects 
of hypothetical higher NASA spending are av\.aiyzed 
together, using the Chase Econometrics I% mo3el to 
estimate effects on GNP, inflation, unemr Gent p E?tC o 
The study concludes that “* * * a $1 bill sustained 
increase in NASA R&D spending will raise real GNP 
$23 billion by 3.9&d * * * *‘+ Of this estimated increase, 
$21 billion comes from technological progress and $2 bil- 
Pion comes from multiplier effects of increased govern- 
ment spending. 

The results in section 2 are, in our judgment, reason- 
able estimates, in accord with widely accepted economic anal- 
ysis. These effects are small, however, and they are not 
“benefits” in the strictest sense. Rather, they are measures 
of induced increases in the level of economic activity. As 
such, they are not crucial to deciding whether more or less 
money should be spent on NASA R&D, because similar effects 
could be obtained by other forms of government spending--such 
as defense procurement or energy H&D. Tax cuts are, of 
course, a comparable a! ternat iv+ 8 although the size of their 
impact may differ. Because the results in section. 2 are not 
particularly controversial or critical to budgetary decisions, 
we do not discuss them further i;l this r,?port. 

The resuits in section 4 c’rlpe~ld upon section 3, but they 
are basically elaborations of th.- macroeconomic effects of 
sectio3 2. 

Sect.ion 3 is the heart oE the Chase report bectiuse it 
estimates economic benefits ( in t:ac form of Ihcreased produc- 
tivity) as opposed to impacts on the economy (which may be 
neutral rather th;ln benefisial) . Government sper7dinq for 
certain qoods causes some industries to grow In relztiotl to 
other industries, Policymlkers S!I(JUI~ be aware of such 
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This conclusisn, if accepted, would indicat:: an enormous 
impact on the economy. The literal interpretation is that, 
if MhSA Pnad spent nothirig on R&D, productivity would have 
Be?clinsd in the United States between 1965 arrd 1974. That 
is, NWSA R&D is given credit foe all of the Nation’s produc- 
tivity growth, and more besides. 

Minor alterations in the Chase techniques, h~wever~ lead 
to lower estimated values for the NASh effect. In some casesI 
the estimated value of the key coefficient is not much above 
Zf?TQ, which would indicate no discernible impact, 

To investigate the sensitivity of the Chase results to 
changes ir. some of the statistical assumptions, we replicated 
the Chase statistical analysis. Using the same data ar.3 the 
same basic statistical techniques, w2 estimate6 several dif- 
ferent regression equations that we believed to be as plau- 
sible as or more plausible than Chase’s preferred equation. 
(See app. 11.1 



We believe Ehat inc%uding 8 period in which R”ASA spend- 
ing was negligible is advantageous b@~ause this gives a widet- 
nange of values to MWSA R&D spending. To see why this is 
worthwhile, conride~ the spp~;ite case: If NASA R&D had been 
C?XWAlY, sayp $2 billion each year fez 10 yearSp an examina- 
tion of data for that period woufd yield no information on 
the effect of changes in NASA W&B@ for no chal?ges would have 
occurred * Only by including a variety of values in the snmpic? 
can the cause-and-effect Pelationship be abserved and measured. 

2. The Chase report makg certain adjustments for the 
level of capacity rltilization ;n the economy. Alternative 
adjustments, which we csnsider superior: o cause 9Fgnificant 
changes in the main results. 

3. Chase’s preferred equation does not include changes 
in labor quality as a possible influence on productivity. 
The Chase report noted that variables representing labor 
quality did not significantly affect productivity. We be- 
lieve that labor quality shoald be considered in the statis- 
tical estimation procedures. If it had, the estimate QP the 
“NASA effe~t’~ would have been about 33 percent lower for 
1950-74 and 16 percent lower for 1956-74. 

4. When we incorporate al.1 of the changes we belie\. to 
be improvements, the estimated value of the NASA R&D coeffi- 
cient drops to 0.136-- a figure less than a third as large as 
Chase’s estimate. Furthermore, tile statistical measure of 
significance falls to a level that can be interpreted as 
“insignificant. tl That is, in our equation the chserved 
relation between NASA R&D and productivity growth is in- 
distinguishable from a relatian that might be obse;ved by 
chance between two unrelated data series. 

We emphasize that this is not “proof” that KASA RSD has 
no effect on productivity. But such findings cast doubt on 
the Chase methodof oqy . 
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The Kesults of the Chase study are sensitive to plausible 
and minor eha~gcr; in the we%hodo%ogy. fhder some assumptions, 
it could be cmcluded that MASA R&D had RQ significant effect. 
Fe, thezefote, con:lude that the Chase study does not s~ffi- 
ciently substantiate its findings an the effect of NASA R&D 
on p~aductivity. 

L- 



Pigtsre 1 shows %he basic data series that Chase worked 
wi%h. Iether variables were also used in %he analysis.) 
Productivity g~swth is explained mainly by NASA R&D and by 
other R&D, expressed as a percentage of GNF. As the graph 
shows* produekivi%y growth nas varied during the period 
ifPus%ra%ed. A main sonclusion of the Chase study is the 
statistical correlation between MASA R&D and productivity 
gkZC)teltk. The %uo data series arc? virtually uncorrelated with 
each s%her, but this is plausible; it would probably %ake 
several years for R&D spending to affect productivity. Thus, 
Chase delermined that the peak in productivity grow%h (1971) 
was caused by the peak in NASA U&D (around 1967). 

The series on productivity growth has fluctuated ir- 
regularly for as long as the data has been available--over 
60 years. In this broader context, how reasonable is it to 
ascribe the latest upsurge in productivity almost entirely 
ko an increase in NASA R&D? As mentioned in chapter 3, 
including only 4 more years of data in the analysis reduced 
the estimated impact of NASA R&D by 25 percent. 

Figure 1 illustrates two more aspects of the basic data: 

--NASA R&D is a small portion of total R&D--about 12 per, 
cent between 1961 and 1974. Yet +-!,is portion is held 
responsible for all or' the productivity growth. 

--Other R&3 declined at about the same time that NASA 
R&D increased, This creates the statistical problem, 
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mentaonea in ChapteK 3a thQt makes it difficult to 
sEpaKa$a the sffsets of the two types of RED. 

In the Chase stuay# the main effect of NhSh R&D is as- 
sumed to be raiaEng t.Re level of productivity in the economy; 
that is, feacraasing the total product (measured in dollars) 
that could be pr’3duced with available labor and capital e 
This does nsB: directly measure the benefits resulting from 
improvements in psr%aducts, except insofar as consumers demand 
fewer of the improved produces and thereby release capital 
and k&or to produce more of other products. Similaely, the 
v2lue of rlew pmduets is not well accounted for. If a new 
2nd better product replaces 2n old product that cost the same 
amount to pcoduce@ the GNP figures will not show the benefit. 
These criticisms 0% the Chese mei&x3o%agy point up inherent 
probfiems in usipfg GNP as a measure of welfare. 

The study dc9e 8 no% use data on specific NASh projects 
or an the adoption of new techniques by the private sector. 
Rather p the data are on such an aggregate level that nothing 
aboarfz NASW is measueed directly except its budget. Morre in- 
formation, we believe, could have been used to advantage. AS 
it is, the empirical work rests upon a theory--that more NASA 
R&D will cause more growth in productivity--which has little 
analytical support. Economists who have reviewed the study 
have zsser'isad that the process of technological change is 
considerably more complex than the Chase study implicitly 
assumes. 

W3EFULNESS OP THE STUDY’S RZSUETS 

Granted that the Chase study has merit as exploratory 
economic research, how useful are its results to the budget 
process? Do the study's resuPtsr even if accepted as accu- 
rate, provide t’le information needed to determine whether 
NASA’s budget =hould increase or decrease? 

Any government program that produces a 43-percent rate 
of return would certainly be worth continuing. This greatly 
exceeds the average rate of return in the private sector. 
Still F the occurrence of past spinoffs does not ins Ire that 
future spinoffs will occur at the same rate as hew alid dif- 
ferent R&D projects are sponsored. New projects would still 
have to be justified on t.heir own merits. 

Two aspects of tlic Chase approa l h should be noted. 
First, the estimates of NASA’s effect are average, K2thlr 
than incremental p amounts. Even if it is granted th;i NASA's 
spending in 1965, for example, produced certain benefits, it 
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In any yeaa: p NASA ConsidePs many possible W&D projscts* 
If P$ASA pursues those it judges to be the most productivep 
then incheasing its budget wauld allow it to p!xsw? one GK 
more af those projects that it had previously rejected as 
bePow average in prospective nayoff. Ts state the same pein- 
ciple of “diminishing returns’ somewhat differently, it is 
likewise possible that, even in a yeas when NASA8 8 projects 
pKCIdtKX?d great benefits p a few unpraductive projerts could 
have been eliminated, thereby ceducing the budget without 
reducing benefits a 

In any case, efficient budget management requires 
project-by-project evaluation. Whatever the merits of an 
overview of the impact of the entire agency budget, such an 
approach misses this necessary detail * 

Second, when discussing the usefulness of this approach, 
me should keep in mind that much of the Chase report was 
devoted to macroeconomic and inter industry impacts of NASA 
R&D spending e Any form of government spending produces some 
such effects, and the differences among these effects ard not 
crucial to allocating Tublic funds to a particular agency. 

IN DEFENSE OF THE CHASE METHOD --. 

The merits of the Chase approach stand oui: more clearly 
when the alternatives are considered, Studying the ef feet 
of NASA R&D 8n a totally disaggregate basis involves many 
problems : 

--Assessing the impact of every NASA R&D contribution 
would be prohibitively expensive, but choosing just a 
few would not necessarily give an accurate picture. 

--Major technical innovations are spread through many 
segments of the economy and their effects are not 
felt for several years. It is doubtful that all of 
the effects could be accounted for in studies of 
individual projects. 

The Chase approach at least attempts to measure the 
diffuse effects, although not with total success. The Chase 
study is not a definitive budget justification, but it is a 
worthwhile exploratory approach to a difficult prohl_em in 
economics . 
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--study i.ndivkdLml $echnslog%ca% improvements in pet- 
titular %ndus%s fes p ratdaer than G%w %igLsres, 

‘L’eckwical studies are frequently presented es Congress 
in support of agency budgets and as evidence for OK against 
proposed leg Pslation D We believe that, when important quea- 
tions arc at stakep such studies should be subjected to in- 
dependmt examination and appraisal. 
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we asker% both NASA and Chase Economatrbcs to comment on 
OUT r-egfOKe: 0 %[n geneKalp both agreed with our conc%usiona. 
(See apps. IIE. ax? IV*) 

some NASA comments leave the impression that auf: objec- 
tion was merely over which of the alternative estimates is 
the most acceptable am.3 that the estimate we chose still 
shows a high rate of return to MWSA R&D spending. This is, 
however, not ONK poink, 

The logic of 3ur analysis is as follows: 

--In chapter 4# we argue that the approach taken by 
Chase will not at~swer the basic qoestions. PKOdUC- 
tivity is a complicated EunctioPr of so many variables, 
current and lagged, that explaining it by a few vari- 
ables will not provide meaningful information on 
cause-and-ef feet relationships. We doubt whether 
statistical investigations of time series data on GiW 
will ever measure the relation between R&D spending 
and productivity with the precision sought by the 
Chase study. 

--In chapter 3# we assume, for the sake of argument, 
that the appr-each taken by Chase is acceptable. We 
conclude that minor respecificatisn of Chase’s pre- 
ferred equation to produce a more plausible model 
results in a Power rate of return for NASA R6D on 
the one hand, and the possibility of no NASA produc- 
tivity effect on the other. In NASA’s wordsl “the 
variables selected may statistically interact to 
cloud the validity of the results.” With the Chase 
result (a 43-percent rate of return), this is clearly 
the case. Thourjh the validity of our result (a 
28-percent rate of retcrn) does not suffer from this 
particular statistical deficiency, it should not be 
taken at face value either, for reasons cited in tbfs 
report. 
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APPENDIX SE 

TECHNECAL Am?ElmPX TO CBWPTEW 3 -.---. 

The ck‘ase Econometrics “preferred equaticm” was one of 
many eqktatrons which were devised to determine the ccatrdbu- 
tion of NP,SA R&3 expenditures to the rate of technological 
change. The coefficient estimates which Chase produced from 
these equations may be found in table 3.13 &I pages 87 and 88 
of tPeie report. chase did notl however d peescnt summary 
statistics of the range of error associated with coefficient 
PStiRlatt?S in alternative equation forms. These statistic5 
describe the range of variability of the coefficient esti- 
mates and measure the range within which the true measure of 
the effect probably lies, The range of error associated with 
the Chase estimates of NASA R&D productivity effects in alter- 
native equation forms is particularly important in view of 
the report’s conclusions. we reproduc~i Chase’s methodology 
in order to determine the range of error associated with co- 
efficicrnt estimates for NASA A&D in alternative equation forms 
that we kslelj.eve are more plausible on both economic and sta- 
tistical grounds. 

Oar reproduction of the Chase methodology should not be 
ccnstrtic-d as an endorsement of a macroeconomic approach to 
measuring NASA-induced productivity changes. We are simply 
examinir,g the following problem: Pf a macroeconomic approach 
is acceptable, how reliable are the estimates of the NASA 
contribution to the rate ot technological change and how 
sensitive are these estimates to minor respccification of 
equations or variabies that produce a more plausible model. 

~RIABLES USED BY CHASE ECONOMETRICS 

Chase used tile following variables as proxies for the 
rate of technological change and for theoretical influences. 

pependent var iaLle 

Ganrna - Cotincil of Economic Advisors ratn of techno- 
logical change based on trend, adjusted for 
full employment of labor and capital resources. 

Independent variables 

HRDA - Almon wpighted ratio of NASA R&D expenditures to 
GNP. 

OROA - Almo;l weighted ratio of other R&D expenditures 
to GNP. 
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BIE - i?'frst diffesences in an index of labor quality as 
aZfsctad by education. 

aaLAS - First di2ferences in an index of labor quality as 
aLfeeted by age-sex mix of the labor force, 

Chase measured these variables over a perid froni 1956 to 
1974. %hsy were inteRa@ to lileasl.lKe five categories of in- 

fluanses (IW the rate of technoPogical changeF including 
(I.1 labor quality~ (21 utilizatian of productive factors, 
(3) reix3uree tKanaPers whiehp when incorporated in high- 
technology industries, iitay be expacted to iRCiT’?tsSE’ the rate 
of techno%ogica~ ehangep (4) 8&D expenditures, and (5) a 
dpaaic or lagged response of the rate of technological 
change to Inc~cased in R&D expenditures. These determinants 
seem sound OR theoretical grounds and may include all possible 

determinants. 

Chase’s preferred equation estimates the contribution cf 
MWSA R&D expenditures to the rate of technological change, 
includes the capacity weighted other R&D variable (ORDC), 
omits Labor quality proxies ( AIE and AIM)) and includes 
only observations for 1960 to 1974. 

We belldcvc that a more theoretically justifiable equa- 
t.isn for measuring MASA- induced productivity changes would 
include labor qua1 ity proxies, an unweightcd measure of other 
R&D expenditures (ORDA) , since the capacity transformation of 
this variable (ORDC) is questionable and leadc D,s very com- 
plex interpreeation of results. Also, we used observations 
foe 1956 to 1974. 
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Sincerely, 

Enc3osLn-c 
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The GAO finds that the chase study does not: 

0 Provide infcnnation useful to budget makers which 
indFcates the econmic impacts of incremental 

. changes in HASA R&D fading 

0 Present statistical result 6 that are ctabbe amd 
accurat.e within accsptabl% tevek6 0.f confidencs 

0 Reveal a true cause and effect relationship 
between :&SF+ funding and changes in total 
prO&XtiVfty 

Bat the GAO recognizes and beiievas that: 

0 !Gs has contrikuted sigaificzntly to the economic 
productivity of the nation 

0 The Chase study was valuabh explosatary research 
into a difficult (and as yet) unsolved problem 

0 It would be valuable for E.?SA to continue doing 
econmic eval.uations of its programs, partic- 
ularly ar. a more detailed industry and specific 
innovation level 

The major methodological problem that t:he GAO had with the 
Chase study was the sensitivity of the results to relatively 
minor changes hn the variables used far the reqressfon 
iWlpiS. With this in mind, they re-created the data base 
Chase used and re-ran the equa:lons, resting for statistical 
significance. 

The most irrpoxeant diffcrenccs bztwecrr the GAO analysis of 
the data used in this stuZgr and the Case Econometrics 
analysis rest in ;he art of intergreticq the statistical 
rssults. Chaa chose a regresa;on equation which when 

- - 
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N"nSA recognizes that empirical measurement in econcmics is 
an iracact science and that the specific maq&.tuda of thz 
r@suEts oE the Blase study is r;>t as imnortant a finding 
as the direction and the approximate range of r1-eturns. The! 
GAO jlnalysis cXo~:s not chaltge the basic concPusions 0% the 
Chase study. Their discus.;ion tends to reinforce those con- 
clusions since their data ii:dicatc that between 1966 and 
1974 HR.53 has (when NASA funding was having its full effect) 
contributed to productivity about 26 percent as much as aI1 
other R&i) combined. This can favorably be compared to the 
fact that NASA in those same y@ars was funding only 12 
percent of all of t9.e R&D investment in the nation. 

bciSB agrees that the macroeconomic apprcach to economic 
evaluations of impacts has limitations. Ths GAO points 
these out, but also recognizes that the alternativas to 
providing similar poZi,y conclusions are not feasible. 
They are also aware that the Chase approach is based on 
standard and supportdh;.e economic theory. 

24 
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Mr. Harry S. Havens 
Director 
Program Analysis Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washkgton, DC 20548 

Dear &. Ravens: 

Thank. you for ywr let”cer of Jme 1 and the a~co~anying draft of 
YQuT report entitled “Review of ‘The Econ&c IqKxx oi NASA R&D 
Spending. ‘I’ 

1 have read your review end mxst say that % find it to be fair to 
all ~icles concerned. We did eiqw-iment with sorxt 60 Qifferent regres- 

.sion eqaations an8 found that the critical coefficient of W&A R&D 
spending did riot vary es ES& as you have indicated, Efkmsver, I would 
certainly not rule out the fact that it is posoibls to choose othsr 
co&inations of variabltes in that regression, alth~ogh you did not list 
these specificskly. 

I appreciate your giving IB;~ the opportunity to review this draft. 

Sincerely yam, 

Michar.1 K. Evai~s 

(97136) 
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